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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

Process for forming twisted thread assembly in two 
stages. In the ?rst stage a group of strands is caused to 
ply-twist together to form a ?rst thread by the steps of 
individually twisting one or more of the strands to impart 
alternating twist thereto and converging the strands. In 
the second stage the ?rst thread and a second thread are 
caused to ply-twist together by applying steps similar to 
those of the ?rst stage to the threads. 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is a division of application Ser. No. 
659,483, ?led Aug. 9, 1967, entitled Twisted Thread As 
semblies, now U.S. Patent No. 3,443,370. 
The present invention is a development from the inven 

tion disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 3,225,533 and may be 
performed by means of apparatus developed from the ap 
paratus disclosed in co-pending U.S. patent application 
No. 498,433, ?led Oct. 20, 1965, now U.S. Patent No. 
3,377,792. 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 

Field of invention 

This invention relates to the formation of twisted thread 
assemblies and is applicable particularly, but not exclu 
sively, to the preparation of yarn comprised of staple 
?bres, for example wool ?bres. 

Prior art 

The complete speci?cation of U.S. Patent No. 3,225,533 
discloses the preparation of a yarn by twisting a strand 
so that it has repeated along its length alternating zones 
of opposite twist and converging that twisted strand with 
another strand and allowing it to twist around that other 
strand. Both of the strands, or all of them if there be more 
than two, may be intermittently twisted and converged 
with the regions of twist in the strands suitably phased 
so that, when the strands commence to untwist, they twist 
around each other and this plying of the strands restrains 
the twist in each individual strand to result in a self 
stabilized plied assembly. Such an assembly will herein 
after for the sake of convenience be called “self-twist” 
thread or, where appropriate, more speci?cally “self-twist 
yarn.” 

Co-pending U.S. patent application No. 498,433 dis 
closes roller twisting apparatus for producing self-twist 
yarns. 
A self-twist yarn can be produced at much faster rates 

than conventional plied yarns. However, it has been found 
that simple self-twist yarns are not entirely satisfactory 
in all weaving and knitting applications. The present in 
vention is a development of the invention disclosed in 
U.S. Patent No. 3,225,533 and, as will be explained in 
detail hereinafter, it enables the formation of a yarn par 
ticularly suitable for weaving or alternatively a yarn which 
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can ‘be knitted most successfully and both types of yarn 
can be produced at the same rate as simple self~twist yarns. 

SUMMARY 

According to the invention there is provided a process 
for forming a stable twisted thread assembly, comprising 
individually twisting at least one strand of a group of 
strands so that each twisted strand has repeated along its 
length successive zones of opposite twist separated by 
strand twist change-over regions at which there is no twist, 
converging the strands of the group so that they twist 
around one another such as to form a stable ?rst thread 
having successive zones of opposite plying twist separated 
by plying twist change-over regions at which there is no 
plying twist, twisting said ?rst thread to superimpose al 
ternately opposite twist in successive zones along its 
length which latter zones are separated by superimposed 
twist change-over regions of no superimposed twist, and 
converging the twisted ?rst thread with a second thread so 
that the two threads twist around one another to form a 
stable twisted assembly. 
The second thread may be a single strand or alterna 

tively it may be formed by individually twisting at least 
one strand of a further group of strands so that each 
twisted strand of the further group has repeated along its 
length successive zones of opposite twist separated by 
strand twist change-over regions at which there is no twist 
and then converging the strands of the further group so 
that they twist around one another such as to form said 
second thread as a stable assembly having alternating 
zones of plying twist separated by plying twist change 
over regions at which there is no plying twist. 

Before the second thread is converged with the ?rst 
thread, it may be twisted such as to impart alternately 
opposite twist to successive zones along its length which 
latter zones are separated by change-over regions of no 
imparted twist. 
The invention also provides a yarn comprised of a 

stable twisted thread assembly formed by the above 
de?ned process. 
The invention further extends to the provision of ap 

paratus for producing a stable twisted thread assembly, 
comprising ?rst twisting means simultaneously to impart 
successive zones of opposite strand twist to each strand of 
a group of strands, ?rst converging means adjacent the 
?rst twisting means to converge the strands of the group 
to form a ?rst thread, second twisting means to super 
impose successive zones of opposite twist upon the ?rst 
thread and second converging means adjacent the second 
twisting means to converge the ?rst thread with a second 
thread. 

In order that the invention may be more fully explained, 
one form of apparatus and its use in the production of 
warp yarns in weaving and also knitting yarns will now 
be described in detail with reference to the accompanying 
drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

FIGURE ‘1 is a somewhat diagrammatic perspective 
view of one form of apparatus constructed in accord 
ance with the invention; 
FIGURE 2 is a front elevation of the apparatus illus 

trated in FIGURE 1; 
FIGURE 3 is a diagrammatic plan view of the ap 

paratus; 
FIGURE 4 is a diagrammatic representation of a two 

strand self-twist thread produced at an intermediate stage 
in the production of a yarn by means of the apparatus; 
FIGURE 5 is a diagrammatic representation of one 

four-strand yarn which can be produced by the apparatus; 
FIGURE 6 is a diagrammatic plan view of part of 
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the apparatus and shows how the path of a thread passing 
through it can be altered so as to change the twist dis 
tribution in the ?nal yarn; and 
FIGURE 7 is a diagrammatic plan view of part of 

the apparatus showing how it can be operated to produce 
a three-strand yarn. 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

The illustrated apparatus comprises a conventional 
drafting unit 11 and two pairs of oscillating twisting 
rollers 12, 13 of the type illustrated in FIGURES l to 5 
of co-pending US. patent application No. 498,433. The 
roller of each pair 12, 13 are rubber covered and ar 
ranged so that they are just touching or with a small gap 
between them. These rollers are driven so that they 
reciprocate in opposite phase and rotate in opposite di 
rections so that their adjacent surfaces move in the 
direction in which strands are fed forwardly by the draft 
ing mechanism at substantially the same speed. The two 
roller assemblies are identical, in each case the rollers 
being mounted on a pair of shafts 14, 15 which are 
rotated at constant speed in opposite directions through 
a gear drive 10 from an input belt drive 14. In order to 
allow them to rotate with the shafts and at the same 
time to be reciprocated, the rollers are keyed to the shafts 
by feather keys which are free to slide in along keyways 
so as to allow relative sliding movement between the 
rollers and the shafts. The rollers of each pair are en 
gaged by a pair of yokes 17, 18- in such a way that rela 
tive rotation between the roller and the yoke can occur 
but no relative translation is permitted. These yokes are 
connected by means of belts, pins, chains or the like 
19, 20 to wheels 21, 22. The wheels 21 of the two oscil 
lating roller assemblies are connected to a common drive 
shaft 16 by means of a pair of cranks 23 and connecting 
rods 24, shaft 16, which is rotated by a belt drive 25, 
is split at a position between cranks 23 and the two shaft 
portions thus formed are releasably coupled by means 
of a dual-sprocket and duplex-chain coupling 30' in order 
to allow the positions of the two connecting rods 24 to. 
be adjusted relative to one another. The yokes of the 
two oscillating roller pair assemblies are thus caused to 
reciprocate on their guides 26, 27 and thereby to recipro 
cate the rollers as they are simultaneously rotated by gear 
drives 10. The coupling of the two roller mechanisms 
together by shaft 16 causes the oscillatory movements of 
the two roller pairs to maintain a required phase rela 
tionship to each other. This phase relationship will be 
explained hereinafter. 
FIGURES 3 to 5 illustrate the manner in which the 

apparatus may be employed to produce a four-strand yarn 
which is particularly suitable for weaving. Four spaced 
strands 3-1 are passed from drafting unit -11 through the 
?rst pair of twisting rollers 12. These rollers impart to 
each thread 31 alternating zones of opposite twist, which 
zones are of equal length and are separated by twist 
change-over regions at which there is no twist. On leaving 
rollers 12, the strands are immediately converged in two 
pairs by means of a pair of convergence guides 32 to 
form two intermediate self-twist yarns 33 each consisting 
of two of the strands 31 plied together with their twist 
zones in phase. The con?guration of a self-twist yarn 
produced merely by converging a pair of strands having 
the twist distribution of strands 31 and with their twist 
zones in phase is illustrated in FIGURE 4. The mecha 
nism of the self-twisting is fully described in the com 
plete speci?cation of US. Patent No. 3,225,533 and the 
yarn of FIGURE 4 is identical to the one illustrated in 
FIGURE 11a of that speci?cation. In present FIGURE 4, 
the symbol 2 is used to indicate regions in the strands 
in which there is no strand twist and the symbol A is 
used to indicate regions in the yarn in which there is no 
plying twist, regions 2 and A being substantially coinci 
dent. In the zones between these regions in which the 
strands ‘have individual S-twist the yarn has plying Z 
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4 
twist and in the zones in which the strands have indivi 
dual Z-twist the yarn has plying S-twist. Intermediate 
yarns 33 would have the con?guration illustrated in FIG 
URE 4 but for the action of the second pair of twisting 
rollers 13. However, these intermediate yarns pass through 
rollers 13 which superimpose alternating zones of op 
posite twist upon them. The action of rollers 13 alters 
the con?guration of yarns 33 immediately they are formed. 
However, the resultant con?guration and twist distribu 
tion of each of the two yarns leaving twisting rollers 13 
is that of a yarn as illustrated in FIGURE 4 which has 
alternating zones of opposite twist superimposed on it. 
The superimposed twist distribution imparted by rollers 

13 is similar to the twist distribution given to the strands 
31 by the ?rst set of twisting rollers 12 but the two sets 
of rollers 12, 13 are so spaced from one another and their 
oscillating motions so phased with respect to one an 
other that the change-over regions of superimposed twist 
are displaced from the twist change-over regions 2, A. 
On leaving the second pair of twisting rollers 13, the 

two yarns havingv the superimposed further twist are 
immediately converged by means of a convergence guide 
34 and self-twisted together to form a stable four-strand 
yarn 35 which is wound onto a take-up package 36. 

Because a self-twist yarn of the con?guration illus 
trated in FIGURE 4 is stable (i.e. has complete torque 
balance), the torque distribution of each of the pair of 
yarns leaving twisting rollers 13 is that of a strand having 
the superimposed twist distribution imparted by rollers 
13. However, the superimposition of the further twist 
on the self-twist yarn 33 causes the actual plying twist in 
some parts of the yarn to be diminished and in other 
parts to be reinforced so that the regions A of no plying 
twist are displaced. The zones 2 of no strand twist are 
not displaced appreciably by the twist imparted by 
rollers 13. 
The oscillatory motion of rollers 13 is so phased with 

respect to that of rollers 12 that the ?nal yarn 35 has the 
con?guration depicted diagrammatically in FIGURE 5. 
In this ?gure, the individual strands of only one of the 
intermediate yarns 33 are indicated, the second inter 
mediate yarn being shown in outline only. The two in 
dividual strands which are illustrated bear shading lines 
to indicate their strand twist distributions. The strand 
twist distributions of all four-strands are identical. The 
regions of zero plying twist between the intermediate 
yarns 33 are indicated by the symbol 9 and these regions 
are displaced from the regions A of zero plying twist with 
in the two yarns 33 which latter regions are also dis 
placed from regions 2 of zero strand twist. 
The yarn structure illustrated in FIGURE 5 is par 

ticularly applicable to warp yarns for weaving. Warp 
yarns should have relatively high strength and abrasion 
resistance to withstand the tension and rubbing to which 
they are subjected during weaving. Simple self-twist yarns 
have regions of no plying twist which have low abrasion 
resistance and also constitute zones of weakness in the 
yarn. The use of such yarns as warp yarns can therefore 
lead to yarn breakage problems during weaving. How 
ever, because of the displacement of the various regions 
of zero twist in the structure of FIGURE 5 it is pos 
sible to produce a wool yarn of this structure which has 
adequate strength and abrasion resistance for use as a 
warp yarn. 
The free length through which the converged strands 

31 travel between convergence guides 32 and the second 
pair of twisting rollers 13 should be such as to allow an 
ample distance over which the converged strands can 
twist around one another as is more fully described in 
US. patent speci?cation 3,225,533. The free length should 
be at least the length of a strand twist zone. For a sim— 
ilar reason, the distance between the convergence guide 
34 and take-up package 36 should preferably be at least 
the length of one zero of twist imparted by rollers 13. 
The distance between the two pairs of twisting rollers, 
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indicated as X in FIGURE 1, should preferably be at 
least one twist cycle length. For the preparation of wool 
yarns the distance X is preferably in the range 12 to 40 
cm., an optimum value being between 25 to 40 cm., and 
the stroke of each pair of twisting rollers should be in the 
range 2 to 7 inches. ‘7 

It has been found that, when preparing wool Warp yarns 
of the structure shown in FIGURE 5, optimum results 
are achieved if the strokes of both pairs of rollers are 
approximately equal and approximately 3 to 41/: inches. 
The oscillation frequencies of the two pairs of rollers 
should be the same and are preferably chosen with re 
spect to the speed of rotation of the rollers to give cycle 
lengths in the range 12 to 40 cm. More particularly it is 
preferred that the cycle lengths ‘be between 20 and 25 
cm. i 

The requirements of a knitting yarn are dilferent from 
those of a warp yarn in weaving. Strength and abrasion 
resistance are the most important criteria for a warp yarn 
and since, in a woven structure the yarn is held quite 
?rmly by the interlacing threads, residual torque in the 
yarn is not critical. However, a knitted fabric is formed 
with the yarn at one tension and the tension is then al 
lowed to relax. The new relaxed tension requires a dif 
ferent twist level for torque balance and, if a simple self 
twist yarn having high residual twist is used, it tends to 
“twist up” back to its torque equilibrium condition which 
causes deformation of the knitted stitches and consequent 
distortion of the fabric. A four-strand wool yarn produced 
in the manner described above to have the structure of 
FIGURE 5 will also suffer from this defect if knitted. 
However, a satisfactory knitting yarn can be produced 
by reducing the intensity of twist-imparted by the sec 
ond pair of twisting rollers thereby to reduce the in 
tensity of self-twisting between the two intermediate yarns 
and altering the path length of one of the intermediate 
yarns as shown in FIGURE 6 so that when the two are 
converged the regions of no strand twist E and the 
regions of no plying twist A of one yarn are not coinci 
dent with the regions 2) and A of the other yarn. 
As shown in FIGURE 6, the length of the path fol 

lowed by one of the intermediate yarns (identi?ed as 
33A), as it passes from its convergence guide 32 to the 
second pair of twisting rollers can be increased simply 
by providing two further guides 37, 38. The increased 
path length is such that when the yarn 33A is self-twisted 
with the other yam 33B after leaving the second pair 
of twisting rollers, its regions 2, A are displaced by ap 
proximately one half of a cycle length'from the regions 
2, A in yarn 33B. Furthermore the stroke of the second 
pair of twisting rollers is reduced sothat it is less than 
that of the ?rst pair of twisting rollers. It has been found 
that satisfactory wool knitting yarn can be produced if 
the stroke of the ?rst pair of rollers is 2 inches and the 
stroke of the second pair of twisting rollers is about 1 
inch. 
A further modi?cation aimed at reducing the text (i.e. 

weight per unit length) of the resultant yarn is illustrated 
in FIGURE 7. The yarns produced by the arrangements 
shown in FIGURES 3 and 6 each have four-strands. The 
?nest wool strand which can conveniently be spun with 
out 'breaking problems depends on the ?neness of the 
wool ?bres. For wool having an average ?bre diameter 
of about 24 microns the ?nest practicable strand is about 
15 tex so that a four-strand yarn made from such wool 
must be at least 60 tex. Finer yarns are required for weav 
ing some types of fabric. A ?ner, yet weaveable, three 
strand yarn can be produced by means of the arrangement 
shown in FIGURE 7 and employing a continuous ?la 
ment structure (either multi-?lament or mono-?lament) 
as at least one of the strands. ‘In this arrangement only 
two strands 41 are passed through the ?rst set of twisting 
rollers 12 and then converged to ,form a self-twist inter 
mediate yarn 43. A third strand 44 in the form of a syn 
thetic mono-?lament is fed through a guide 45 directly 

6 
to the second set of twisting rollers 13. The second set of 
twisting rollers imparts alternating twist to mono-?lament 
44 and the intermediate two-strand yarn 43, and mono 
?lament 44 and yarn 43 are then converged by a con 
vergence guide 46 whereupon they self-twist together to 
form a resultant three-strand twisted yarn 47. Strand 44 
may be any synthetic mono?l, for example nylon, poly 
almide, polypropylene, alginate or other rayon, an acrylic 

' or polyester mono?l. Each of strands 41, 42 may be 
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wool or a synthetic mono?l. For example strand 41 might 
be a 9 denier nylon mono?l, strand 42 a 15 tex wool 
strand, and strand 44 a 9 denier nylon mono?l. This will 
give a resultant yarn 47 of 17 tex which is readily weave 
a-ble, Furthermore this yarn will be 88% wool and it will 
have many of the physical properties of a pure wool yarn. 
The use of mono-?laments is not, of course, limited to 

the arrangement of FIGURE 7. A three-strand structure 
could be achieved by passing strand 44 directly to con 
vergence guide 46 without twisting it and allowing yarn 
43 to twist around it. When producing a four or more 
strand structure with the arrangement of FIGURE 3, 
mono-?lament may be used as any of the strands 31. 
The twist levels and strength of the yarns according 

to the invention can be altered 'by treatment with various 
kinds of additives. For example, if the strands used in the 
preparation of a wool yarn are treated with colloidal 
silica, their inter-?bre friction is increased and it has been 
found that this will alter the twist levels in the resultant 
yarn and will greatly increase its strength. It has been 
found that wool yarns produced in accordance with this 
invention are particularly susceptible to such treatment. 
The effect of such a treatment is illustrated by Example 2 
below. 
The following examples show the application of the 

present invention to the production of weaving and knit~ 
ting yarns. The yarns were produced with the arrange 
ments shown in FIGURES 3, 6 and 7. 

Example 1 

Material.,—Noble combing wool of 23 microns average 
?bre diameter. 
Method-Twisting was accomplished with the arrange 

ment shown in FIGURES 1 to 3. Each roller .unit had a 
3 inch stroke and imparted alternating twist of 22 cms. 
cycle length, (As used herein the term “cycle length” 
designates a length of yarn occupied by a complete cycle 
of S and Z twist, i.e. 2 consecutive twist zones.) 
The roller units were phased relative to one another so 

that in the ?nal yarn the resultant yarn twist due to the 
second set of rollers had change-over points exactly mid-’ 
way between twist change-over points in the individual 
strands produced by the ?rst set of rollers. 

Yarn pr0perlies.-The yarn count was 55 tex and the 
tenacity was 5.5 gm./tex with a coefficient of variation of 
strength of 9.8%. The mean extension to break was 13%. 
The number of turns of plied twist in each half cycle 

of plied twist in each intermediate yarn was 42 and the 
number of‘ turns of plied twist in each half cycle of plied, 
twist in the ?nal yarn was 27. 

This yarn was suitable for use as a warp yarn in 
weaving. 

Example 2 

Material.—As in Example 1. 
Meth0d.-The yarn was prepared in the same manner 

as in Example 1 but with 1% colloidal silica added to 
the wool. 

Yarn properties.—The yarn count was 55 tex and the 
tenacity was 8.0 gm./tex with a coefficient of variation 
of strength of 9.6%. 
The mean extension to break was 29%. l 
The number of turns of plied twist in each half cycle 

of plied twist in each intermediate yarn was 39 and the 
number of turns of plied twist in each half cycle of plied 
twist in the ?nal yarn was 29. 
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This yarn was suitable for use as a warp yarn in 
weaving. 

Example 3 

Material.--N0ble combing wool of .23 microns average 
?bre diameter. 1 tex nylon ?lament. 
Method.—The twisting was accomplished with the ar 

rangement shown in FIGURE 7, two all wool strands 
being twisted by the ?rst pair of twisting rollers and then 
converged to form an intermediate yarn. This interme 
diate yarn and the 1 tex nylon ?lament were twisted by 
the second set of twisting rollers and converged to form 
the resultant three-strand yarn. 
The two roller units each had a stroke of 3 inches and 

a twist cycle length of 22 cms. and were phased relative 
to each other so that in the ?nal yarn the resultant yarn 
twist due to the second set of rollers had change-over 
points exactly midway between the twist change-over 
pointsvin the individual strands due to the ?rst set of 
rollers. _ 

Ygzrn propertiesx-J'he yarn count was 55 tex and the 
tenacity was 4.8 gm./tex with a coef?cient of variation 
of strength of 16%. The mean extension to break was 
14% and the yarn was 98% wool and 2% nylon. 
The number of turns of plied twist in each half cycle 

of plied twist in the intermediate yarn was 39 and the 
numberof turns of plied twist in each half cycle of twist 
in the ?nal yarn due to the second pair of rollers was 29. 

‘yarn was suitable for use as a warp yarn in 
weaving. 

Example 4 

Material.—Noble combing wool of 23 microns aver 
age ?bre diameter. 1 tex nylon ?lament. 

Merhoti.—The twisting was accomplished with the 
arrangement shown in FIGURE 6 with one 53 tex wool 
strand being self-twisted with one 1 tex nylon ?lament 
and the resultant thread being self-twisted at the second 
stage with a second 1 tex nylon ?lament. 

The‘roller units each had a 3 inch stroke and 22 cms. 
cycle length and were phased relative to each other so 
that in‘the‘ ?nal yarn the resultant yarn twist due to the 
second' set of rollers had change-over points exactly 
midway between the twist change-over points in the in 
dividual strands due to the ‘?rst set of rollers. 

Yarn pr10perties.—The yarn count was 55 tex and its 
tenacity was 6.0 gm./tex with a coe?icient of variation 
of strength of 13% 
The‘mean extension to break was 12% and the yarn 

was 961/z% wool and 31/2% nylon. 
This yarn was suitable for use as a warp yarn in 

weaving. 
Example 5 

Material.—N0ble combing wool of 23 microns aver 
age =?bre diameter. 2 tex multi-?lament (7 ?l) nylon 
yarn. 
Method.—-The twisting was accomplished with the ar 

rangement shown in FIGURE 7. Two 26.5 tex all wool 
strands were twisted in the ?rst pair of twisting rollers 
and converged to form an intermediate yarn. This yarn 
and the 2 tex multi-?lament (7 ?l) were passed through 
the second set of twisting rollers and were converged 
to form the resultant yarn. 
The roller units each had a 3-inch stroke and 22 cms. 

cycle length and were phased relative to each other so 
that in the ?nal yarn the resultant yarn twist due to the 
second set of rollers had change-over points exactly 
midway between the twist change-over points in the 
individual strands due to the ?rst set of rollers. 

Yarn properties.-—The yarn count was 55 tex and the 
tenacity was 5.6 gm./tex with a coe?icient or variation 
of strength of 15 %. 
The mean extension to break was 15% and the yarn 

was 961/2% wool and 31/2% nylon. 

8 
This yarn was suitable for use as a warp yarn in 

weaving. 
Example 6 

Marerial.—Noble combing wool of 23 microns aver 
age ?bre diameter. 2 tex multi-?lament (7 ?l) nylon 
yarn. 
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Method.-The twisting was carried out with the ar 
rangement of FIGURE 7. One 51 tex wool strand was 
self-twisted with one 2 tex multi-?lament (7 ?l) nylon 
yarn by the ?rst set of twisting rollers to form the inter 
mediate yarn and this intermediate yarn was then self 
twisted at the second stage with a second 2 tex multi 
?lament (7 ?l) nylon‘ yarn. 
The roller units each had a 3-inch stroke and 22 cms. 

cycle length and'were- phased relative to each other so 
that in the ?nal yarn the resultant yarn twist due to the 
second set of rollers had change-over points exactly 
midway between the twist change-over points in the 
individual strands dueto the ?rst set of rollers. 

Yarn pr0perties.—The yarn count was 55 tex and the 
tenacity was 6.5 gm./tex with a coe?icient of variation of 
strength of 7.0%. 
The mean extension to break was 16% and the yarn 

was 921/2% wool'and 71/z% nylon. 
This yarn was suitable for use as a warp yarn in 

weaving. ' ‘ 

Example 7 

Material.—Noble combing wool of 23 microns aver 
age ?bre diameter. 1 tex nylon strand. 
Meth0d.—The twisting was accomplished with the ar 

rangement of FIGURE 7, two wool strands being self 
twisted together at ‘the ?rst stage of form an inter 
mediate yarn of 29 tex and this yarn was self-twisted with 
one 1 tex nylon strandiin the second stage to form the 
resultant yarn. 
The roller units each had a 3-inch stroke and 22 cms. 

cycle length and were phased relative to each other so 
that in the ?nal yarn the resultant yarn twist due to the 
second set of rollers had change-over points exactly mid 
way between the twist change-over points in the indi 
vidual strands due to the ?rst set of rollers. 

Yarn properties-L'lhe yarn count was 30 tex and the 
tenacity was 5.0 gm./tex with a coef?cient of variation 
of trength of 18%. ' 
The mean extension to break was 13% and the yarn 

was 961/2% wool and 31/2% nylon. 
This 30 tex yarn of 961/2% wool was suitable for use 

as a warp yarn in weaving. 

Example 8 

Material.—Noble combing wool of 23 microns aver 
age ?bre diameter. 1 tex nylon ?lament. 
Meth0d.—The twisting was accomplished with the 

arrangement of FIGURE 7. One 28 tex wool strand was 
self-twisted with one 1 tex nylon ?lament at the ?rst 
stage to produce an intermediate yarn and the inter 
mediate yarn was self-twisted with one 1 tex nylon ?la 
ment at the second stage. 
The roller units each had a 3-inch stroke and 22 cms. 

cycle length and were phased relative to each other so‘ 
that in the ?nal yarn the resultant yarn twist due to 
the second set of rollers had change-over points exactly 
midway between the twist change-over points in the in 
dividual strand due to the ?rst set of rollers. 

Yarn properties.—The yarn count was 30 tex and the 
tenacity was 6.3 gm./tex with a coefficient of variation 
of strength of 12%. 
The mean extension to break was 14% and the yarn 

was 93% wool and 7% nylon. 
This 30 tex yarn of 93% wool was suitable for use as 

a warp yarn in weaving. 
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Example 9 

Matcrial.——Noble combing wool of 26 microns aver 
age ?bre diameter. 
Meth0d.-The twisting was achieved with the arrange 

ment shown in FIGURE 3. Four wool strands were 
passed through the ?rst pair of twisting rollers and con 
verged to form two intermediate yarns which were then 
passed through the second set of rollers and then self 
twisted together to form a resultant all wool yarn hav 
ing the structure of FIGURE 5. 
The roller units each had a 3-inch stroke, and 22 cms. 

cycle length and were phased relative to each other so 
that in the ?nal yarn the resultant yarn twist due to the 
second set of rollers had change-over points exactly mid 
way ‘between the twist change-over points in the individ 
ual strands due to the ?rst set of rollers. 
The number of turns of plied twist in each half cycle 

of plied twist in the intermediate yarns was 3-8 and the 
number of turns of plied twist per half cycle of plied 
twist in the ?nal yarn due to the second set of twisting 
rollers was 20. 

Yarn properties.—The yarn count was 90 tex and the 
tenacity was 6.3 gm./tex with a coef?cient of variation of 
strength of 9%. 
The mean extension to break was 20%. 
This 90 tex wool yarn was suitable for weaving but not 

for knitting because of loop distortion. 

Example 10' 

Material.—Noble combing wool of 26 microns aver 
age ?bre diameter. 

Method.—Twisting was accomplished with the arrange 
ment of FIGURE 6. The stroke of the ?rst pair of 
twisting rollers was 2", and the stroke of the second pair 
of twisting rollers was 1 inch. The path length of one 
intermediate yarn between the two pairs of rollers was 
lengthened so that the twist change-over points of one 
intermediate yarn fell exactly midway between the twist 
change-over points of the other intermediate yarn. Phas 
ing between the two pairs of rollers was adjusted so that 
in the ?nal yarn the resultant yarn twist due to the sec 
ond set of rollers each of its changeover points exactly 
midway between a twist change-over point in one inter 
mediate yarn and a twist change-over point in the other 
intermediate yarn. 

Yarn pr0perties.—-The yarn count was 90 tex and the 
tenacity was 3.4 gm. tex with a coe?icient of variation of 
strength of 13%. 
The mean extension to break was 9%. 
The number of turns of plied twist per half cycle of 

plied twist in the intermediate yarns due to the ?rst pair 
of twist rollers was 28 and the number of turns of plied 
twist per half cycle of plied twist in the ?nal yarn due to 
the second pair of twist rollers was 8. 
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It will be seen that the twist levels at vboth stages in 

the preparation of this yarn were very much reduced 
compared with the twist levels in the yarn in Example 9. 
It was found that this 90 tex wool yarn was suitable for 
knitting. 

Special properties can be induced into yarns by manipu 
lation of the various parameters e?ecting the yarn and 
the basic characteristics of the raw material. We have 
already shown that when producing a four-strand knitting 
yarn it is preferred that one of the intermediate yarns 
should traverse a longer path length than the other inter 
mediate yarn as they pass to the second set of twisting 
rollers whereas when producing a warp yarn for weaving 
it is preferred that both path lengths should ‘be the same. 
It is of course also possible to alter the path length of 
one of the yarns travelling ‘from the second set of twist 
ing rollers to the ?nal convergence guide in order to 
“phase” the zones of superimposed twist in the two yarns 
with respect to one another. It may also be desired to 
phase the twist distributions in individual strands leaving 
the ?rst set of twisting rollers with respect to one an 
other before they are converged to form an intermediate 
yarn. Furthermore, the twist levels can be varied by alter 
ing parameters other than the strokes of the twisting roll 
er.s The twist levels could, for example, be varied ‘by al 
tering the contact pressure between twisting rollers or the 
lengths between the twisting rollers and the convergence 
guides. It is to be understood that all of the parameters 
given are exemplary and may need to be varied consid 
erably if strands of different material are used. 

I claim: 
1. A twist-stable yarn comprising a plurality of threads 

which are plied about one another in opposite directions 
in successive yarn zones along the length of the yarn and 
wherein at least one of the threads is comprised of a plu 
rality of strands which are plied together in alternately 
opposite directions in successive thread zones along the 
length of the yarn and which have alternately oppositely 
directed strand twist in successive strand zones along the 
length of the yarn, the strand zones ‘being out of phase 
with the thread zones and the yarn zones being out of 
phase with both the strand zones and the thread zones. 
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